LEARNING WITH THE TELOS PROJECT
Community Mapping Exercises
1. With the blessing of your priest, gather a team of parishioners excited about engaging
young adults and willing to invest time and energy in knowing and supporting them.
2. Get to know each other as a team; meet over a meal and share your experiences of
young adulthood and why each of you is motivated to undertake this work.
3. Start with some of the attached mapping exercises; these will help you undo
assumptions about your young adults and begin to understand their life circumstances.
4. Once you have completed your chosen mapping exercises, contact Telos HQ for further
resources on how you build and strengthen your team and how you can move into the
next stages of getting to know your young adults and designing new ministry for them.

Let us know at Telos HQ if you're trying this and how it's going!
We will continue to share resources with you as we learn more from our pilot parishes.
Jenny Haddad Mosher, Director: telos@hchc.edu or 617-396-8306

①

WHERE ARE OUR YOUNG ADULTS?
Where do they live? Where do they work?
This exercise is designed to give your parish a visual accounting of who your young adults are
and where they live and work in relation to your parish. Collating details like this can seem
invasive; be discreet in how and to whom you talk about this exercise. It is merely a means of
clarifying the nature of your parish’s young adult landscape.
Feel free to tailor this to fit your circumstances—and let us know what you do! All of these
exercises are trial runs we hope to tweak and make more useful as we receive feedback.

Make Your List
At a meeting of those blessed by your priest to undertake this work, make a master list of all
young adults associated with your parish. Include anyone who has attended your parish in
recent memory. After the meeting, follow up with your parish priest (if he wasn’t at the
meeting) and other parish leaders or longtime members to see if there are young adults missing
from your list.
Divide your list into active, occasional, and absent young adults.
As you are able, add to each person the following information:
● Home address
● Workplace
If you don’t know the above information for each person, identify who might know and who
you can ask discreetly. Decide which of you will follow-up with acquiring the information.

①
At a follow-up meeting, map your list
On a local map—paper or digital
Mark where all your active young adults live in BLUE.
Mark where all your occasional young adults live in GREEN.
Mark where all your absent young adults live in PURPLE.
On a second local map—paper or digital
Mark where all your active young adults work in BLUE.
Mark where all your occasional young adults work in GREEN.
Mark where all your absent young adults work in PURPLE.
Examine your map
● What patterns do you see?
● Anything surprising?
● Are there areas where your young adults are concentrated, in terms of where they live?
In terms of where they work?
● What challenges does the geography present?
● What possibilities might this present?
As an aside, consider who on this list might be interested to assist you in your task of reaching
out to young adults? Discuss amongst yourselves, confer with your priest, and then extend an
invitation!

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

②

A “BALCONY VIEW” OF THE DIVINE LITURGY
This exercise is designed to give your parish a visual picture of how young adults interact with
your worship space, the liturgy, and the rest of your congregation on a Sunday morning. It may
feel strange or disrespectful to do this sort of activity in the context of worship; we encourage
you to be discrete and prayerful as you go about it, but also to welcome it as a kind of spiritual
discipline—that of truly seeing and paying attention to your brothers and sisters in Christ.
Feel free to tailor this to fit your circumstances—and let us know what you do! All of these
exercises are trial runs we hope to tweak and make more useful as we receive feedback.

Sketch your nave and narthex as if from above. No need for perfection, but include all the areas
in use during services.

②
Arrive at church before the beginning of your first Sunday morning service. Position yourself
where you can easily see the entire church (if you have a balcony, use it!)
Mark on your map the locations of young adults and make note of…
● when young adults arrive & when they leave
● what they do as they come in
● whom they greet
● where they stand during the service
● if they play a particular role in the services
Repeat this exercise for all your weekly services, over four weeks. Have different, designated
parishioners take turns doing this, so you capture a variety of perspectives. If you have other
weekly services, consult with the priest about the best days on which to observe.

At a follow-up meeting, examine your map
● What patterns do you see?
● Do these patterns make sense to you? Is there anything surprising about them?
● What challenges do you see?
● What possibilities do you see?
Share your observations with your parish priest and other parish leadership; continue the
conversation of how to better integrate young adults into your community!

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

③

A “BALCONY VIEW” OF COFFEE HOUR
This exercise is designed to give your parish a visual picture of how young adults fit into your
fellowship time and spaces after the Sunday Divine Liturgy. Don’t forget to include those
engaged in tasks in addition to those relaxing and enjoying fellowship time. If there are other
areas of your building or grounds where there is significant activity after Divine Liturgy, include
those in your map.
Feel free to tailor this to fit your circumstances—and let us know what you do! All of these
exercises are trial runs we hope to tweak and make more useful as we receive feedback.

Sketch your coffee hour space as if from above. No need for perfection, but include all the
areas in use during your regular fellowship time.

③

On Sunday after Divine Liturgy, position yourself where you can easily see the entire coffee
hour space. Walk around if you need to.
Mark on your map the locations of young adults and make note of…
● when young adults arrive & when they leave
● where they sit/stand
● whom they sit/stand/talk with
● if they eat or drink
● if they serve
Repeat this exercise for all your weekly services, over four weeks. Have different, designated
parishioners take turns doing this, so you capture a variety of perspectives.

At a follow-up meeting, examine your map
1. What patterns do you see?
2. Do these patterns make sense to you? Is there anything surprising about them?
3. What challenges do you see?
4. What possibilities do you see?
Share your observations with your parish priest and other parish leadership; continue the
conversation of how to better integrate young adults into your community!

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

④

WHAT’S ON YOUR WEBSITE?
This exercise is designed to help you see your parish website through the eyes of young adults.
Research shows that 94% of people cite poor web design as the reason they mistrust or reject a
website1 and that most people first visit a parish’s website when deciding whether or not to visit
the parish.
Select a few different young adults—parishioners and non-parishioners—to look over your
website and give you their honest opinion. Be sure to convey in your invitation that
constructive criticism is most welcome. Ask for:
•
•
•

their overall impression of the site
specific frustrations they encountered
concrete suggestions for improvement

If helpful, arrange a way for them to deliver feedback anonymously.

Collate and share their observations with your parish priest and other parish leadership;
continue the conversation of how to better integrate young adults into your community!

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

1

https://www.forbes.com/sites/drewhendricks/2015/02/11/understanding-the-full-impact-of-web-design-on-seobranding-and-more/#5f7a671164fe

⑤

WHAT’S ON YOUR WALLS?
This exercise is designed to draw your attention to what your parish chooses to put before
young adults who come into your space.
● As a team, tour your parish buildings, stopping at each wall display or bulletin board.
Alternatively, snap photos of any wall displays or bulletin boards in your church and/or
fellowship buildings.
● As a team, look over the photos/boards together and ask yourselves: What would a
newcomer learn about this parish from what is on the walls? What are this community’s
priorities?
Share your observations with your parish priest and other parish leadership; continue the
conversation of how to better integrate young adults into your community!

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

⑥

MAPPING YOUR MINISTRIES
This exercise is designed to give your team a visual picture of where and how young adults serve
through your parish, whenever and wherever that activity happens.
Feel free to tailor this to fit your circumstances—and let us know what you do! All of these
exercises are trial runs we hope to tweak and make more useful as we receive feedback.

With the input of your priest and other parish leadership, make a master list of all the ministries
being undertaken in your parish at this time. Remember to include “unofficial” ministries along
with those official groups, i.e, if someone always sets up the coffee machine, but there is no
“coffee hour committee,” still include that good work.
To start you off, common ministries….
Coffee hour committee
Altar servers
Shut-ins visitors
Church School
Festal decorating
Altar Guild
Candle Desk workers
Grounds maintenance
Snow removal
Outreach committee
Ushers
Clothing drive committee
Food Pantry
Once you have a complete list, group like ministries together, according to the kind of skill set
or personality strengths they require or the sort of experience they generate, whatever makes
the most sense to you. For each ministry area, estimate the number of people who get involved
over one calendar year. Identify where young adults serve. Which committees have a high

⑥
concentration of young adults? Which have no young adults? What does this tell you about the
sorts of ministry experiences that engage young adults?

At a follow-up team meeting, examine your map
● What patterns do you see?
● Do these patterns make sense to you? Is there anything surprising about them?
● What challenges do you see?
● What possibilities do you see?

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

⑦

OUR PARISH: SPHERES OF INFLUENCE1
This exercise is designed to help you think about your parish’s place in your wider community. It
is, by far, the most ambitious, time intensive and expansive mapping exercise offered. If you
chose to do it, you may want to do it in collaboration with another parish group, such as the
parish council. This exercise has potential beyond outreach to young adults and, if shared
publicly, is an excellent way of engaging the wider congregation in questions of outreach.
Feel free to tailor this to fit your circumstances—and let us know what you do! All of these
exercises are trial runs we hope to tweak and make useful for any Orthodox parish in the United
States.

Use a large sheet of paper or newsprint to create a map; this project may take several
meetings as you continue to identify information you need and take the time to acquire it.
● Draw your church in the center.
● Draw primary streets and highways that people use to get to your church; these will
probably help you establish the extent of your church’s sphere of influence at this time
and the boundaries to your map.
● Fill in major landmarks, such as other highways, primary streets, civic buildings,
universities, railroad tracks, natural barriers such as hills, valleys, and rivers.
● Mark established neighborhoods; mark new areas being developed/built up
● Now mark on the map any areas where concentrations of young adults might live, work,
or study—this kind of information can be obtained either by talking to young adults or
community planning departments.
● If any of the areas on your map are particularly dense with information or possibility,
think about making a separate map that will free you to examine that area in greater
detail.

1

This exercise was inspired by a similar exercise, “The Place Map: Define Your Boundaries”, in Carl S. Dudley and
Nancy T. Ammerman’s Congregations in Transition: A Guide for Analyzing, Assessing, and Adapting in Changing
Communities (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2002) pp. 23–9.

⑦
At a follow-up meeting, examine your map
● What patterns do you see?
● Anything surprising?
● Where might young adults who live in these areas see information about your church?
Think concretely & virtually: public libraries, community bulletin boards, flyers on
telephone poles, community Facebook groups, etc.
● If they wanted to, how would those young adults get to your church? What means of
transportation link your church and these areas?
● What challenges does the geography present?
● What possibilities might the geography present?
● Is there any area on the map that falls within your sphere of influence, but to which
your parish has not yet reached out in any way?

Share your observations with your parish priest and other parish leadership; consider displaying
your map so that the entire congregation can see it and add their thoughts and questions on
sticky notes you provide. Continue the conversation of how to better integrate young adults
into your community!

If your use of this exercise provokes particularly interesting or challenging conversation in your
community, we’d love to hear about it. Likewise, we are eager for any feedback on how this
exercise might be improved. Please send any feedback or suggestions to Jenny Haddad Mosher
at telos@hchc.edu.

